Eva Grayzel is a nationally recognized Master Storyteller,

specializing in Jewish Folklore, and an expert on interactive
storytelling techniques with 25 years’ experience. Eva was an
educator in Hebrew schools for 15 years while developing her
repertoire of interactive stories and pursuing an acting career.
In her signature style, Eva offers creative strategies to enrich
Jewish learning. Her dynamic presentations empower
audiences of all ages. Eva has recorded on CD, A Story A Day,
Absolute Chanukah and Proud To Be Jewish. She co-produced
and wrote the video, The Secret in Bubbe’s Attic. Eva is the
author of Mr. C the Globetrotter and Mr. C Plays Hide & Seek.

“Eva engages listeners with compelling stories, weaving sound pedagogical principles into her art.’
Evie Levy Rotstein, Ed.D., The Leadership Institute, Hebrew Union College, NY

PROGRAMS
Tales with a Twist:
Interactive Story Performance
Keynote - Assembly Program - Event Entertainment

Find your inner star! Eva spontaneously brings
audience members on stage to role-play
characters in theme-centered stories with humor
and meaningful life messages.

When the Going Gets Rough
Workshop for teens and adults

When illness alters life, what do you say; how
can you help? A survivor of stage IV cancer, Eva
provides Bikur Cholim tools and leadership skills
for showing a sick person you care.

TropAerobics

Educator Workshop

Eva’s interactive, innovative storytelling
techniques facilitate recall, boost self-esteem
and engage imaginations. Through story,
teach social skills, life values and history.

Rituals Rich with Reward
Family Education Workshop for Parents

Do you carve out time to foster Jewish ethics
at home? Build a foundation of meaningful
communication and Jewish pride. Simple
changes that have lasting impact!

To Be 'Hip' from the Pulpit

Torah and Haftorah

Story Coaching for Clergy

Learn and remember the trop symbols and
melody through group-inspired choreography

www.evagrayzel.com

Walk the Talk:
Hands-On Storytelling

Need an engaging story for the holidays? Craft a
meaningful story that draws in every congregant.

eva@evagrayzel.com

610-258-3763

